
PROGRAM & BROCHURE

A MODERN SHAMANIC EXPERIENCE FOR INDIVIDUAL WISDOM

IN THE MYTHICAL BASQUE PYRENEES
MAY - SEPTEMBER
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Discover true self-awareness in nature’s grace 
A vision quest is a profound personal experience with nature that creates a deep 

transpersonal transformation.  Leaders, prophets, politicians, philosophers, spiritualists, 
artists and inspiring individuals have all sought nature for deep inspiration and returned 
with great wisdom to share with the world, influencing their lives and others.  As an 
initiatic rite, the vision quest creates deep inner 
transformation that lasts a lifetime.  The experience 
cultivates authentic presence towards your true nature and 
connection with spirit. 

A vision quest is a powerful rite of passage that allows 
you to get in touch with your inner truth and purpose 
through nature’s grace.  Within a moment of time, alone and 
deeply immersed in nature, mental, emotional, spiritual and 
physical transformations occur.  Through guided meditations, 
shamanic initiation, and experienced teachings, Questers 
travel through the timeless rite towards clarity, creativity, 
spirit, wisdom, and liberation.  
 
    This enduring and transformational experience has life 
changing capabilities. Through a Quest, we regain an open heart connection to ourselves and 
to nature, bringing us closer to Source and awakening the deepest place within to help us 
discover the core of our Beings. 
 
    Traditionally, indigenous people used the vision quest as a rite of passage into adulthood.  
The quester, usually around 12-14 years of age, would give up his belongings to gain his true 
essence.  Led to a sacred place atop a mountain, the quester would stay in a circle (called the 
medicine wheel) that represented his sacred space to gain a ”vision” of his life purpose.  After 
the immersion in nature, the quester would return to the community with his vision.  The 
community would celebrate and offer gifts, usually surmounting to more then the quester had 
before, enabling him to realize his vision!  This was the welcome into adulthood, and the 
community gained a clear and purposeful person!
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WISDOM QUEST EXPERIENCE 

Throughout our existence, 
cultures from around the world 
have revered the rite of passage of 
immersion in nature. Today’s 
business and political leaders 
have found their true purpose by 
following in the steps of past 
prophets, spiritual guides and wise 
elders in communing alone in 
nature, thus allowing them to 
lead and inspire from a place of 
true wisdom.    

In Nature’s grace, the veil of 
illusion, noise and pollution will 
lift away to reveal our unique 
inner voice — our own Nature. In 
the silence of solitude and bathed 
in the power of the Earth, we 
encounter our strength, courage, 
creativity and capacity to 
forgive and love. Our true essence 
is revealed as we give ourselves 
this moment to dance with 
universal flow.   

From this program of guidance 
and shamanic teachings, 
individuals return with a deeper 
sense of purpose, security and 
creativity. A Quest helps reveal 
your true purpose and inner 
wisdom through the power of 
Nature and Spirit.  
 

3 DAYS of TEACHINGS 
* learn deep meditations to quiet 
the mind and connect with 
Source  
* learn the universal 11  sacred 
directions and medicine wheel 
teachings  
* learn principles of qi-gong  
* learn principles of grounding & 
running energy 
* learn totemic experiences  
* learn the 5 elements  
* learn the i-ching consciousness  
* experience sweat lodge 
purification ceremony 

 
NATURE IMMERSION 

4 Days & Nights 
* Quiet your mind & escape the 

business of daily life 
* Build your sacred medicine 
circle 

*Cleanse your energy & body 
* Live a profoundly changing life 
experience 

 
RETURN & INTEGRATION 

2 days 
* Integration teachings — 

keeping the sacred 
* Sharing Circle & journaling 
* Plant medicine ceremonies 
(optional) 

*Closing Feast 

ACCOMMODATIONS 
It is free to pitch a tent on 

the property, and is recommended 
so you can get used to sleeping 
outside.  If you wish to stay in a 
hotel, there are plenty nearby. 

We offer limited Private or 
Shared rooms on the property. 

Please refer to Wisdom-
Quest.com/pricing  

 
 

WHAT TO BRING: 
An email with a detailed 

packing list will follow the 
confirmation of your 
participation. 

Questions can be sent to 
sofia@manexibar.com 
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MAY VISION QUEST 
Earth Element  

- Fruitful creativity 

- Rich Harvest 

- Honest with own values 

- Comfort & richness 

- Abundance

JUNE VISION QUEST 
Air Element & Summer Solstice 

- Intelligence 

- Inspiration & Creativity 

- Self Respect 

- Courage 

- Interior Strength 

- Lifting masks of own values 

JULY VISION QUEST 
Fire Element 

- Victory 

- Clarity 

- Piercing 

- Development 

- Succeeding 

- Opening the doors to success 

AUGUST VISION QUEST 
Water Element 

- Realization 

- Perfection 

- Benediction 

- Plentitude 

- State of Grace 

- Regain Heart & inner force

SEPTEMBER VISION QUEST 
Air element & Equinox 

- Futility 

- Destroying Illusion 

- Negative expectations 

- Rigid thinking 

- Forgiving oneself 

- Fear of not being enough

MONTHLY PROGRAMS 

Each month has a 
different energy and 
powerful intentions.

Clear Intentions Build Strong Spiritual Connections
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When 

MAY 17th - 24th, 2018 
JUNE 21st - July 1st, 2018 
AUGUST 16th - 26th, 2018 
SEPTEMBER 20th - October 1st, 2018 

Please arrive on Thursday by 8pm so you can settle in 
and prepare your sleeping space. We will have a 
meeting on Thursday evening followed by a welcome 
dinner. Teachings begin Friday morning and end 
Sunday evening with a sacred sweat lodge ceremony. 
The nature solo starts Monday and will end Friday 
morning.  After returning from the mountains, we 
will have another sweat lodge and a plant medicine 
ceremony. The plant medicine ceremonies are not 
required, but this is truthfully the best and safest 
time to explore this sacred gift. On Saturday, we will 
have a sharing circle and closing ceremony.  Each 
Wisdom Quest begins on Thursday evening and 
concludes after the closing circle and final dinner 
on Saturday night, 10 days later. All participants are 
expected to be present from the beginning to the end 
of the Wisdom Quest. 

Where 

Quests are held in Euskal Herria, the Basque country, 
with base camp in Arcangues France, a 15 minutes 
drive from the Biarritz airport or train station.  
Pick up arrangements are coordinated by 
sofia@manexibar.com.   

  Airport - Biarritz France  
  Train Station - Biarritz France  

Cost 
          
2500 euros for tent camping 
1850 euros for students 

Limited indoor accommodations are available. Please 
refer to the website wisdom-quest.com for details. 

- Shamanic & Energetic Teachings 
- Organic Meals (9 in total)  
- Sweat Lodge  (2 purification rituals) 
- Vision Quest  (4 days nature solo in the 

mountains) 
- Plant Medicine (1 night of ritual) 
- Talking Circle Ceremony 
- Living Shamanism Tarot Cards & Book 

Limited Space 

In order to keep the Wisdom Quest sacred,  space is 
limited to 12 people, except for June which has a limit 

http://wisdom-quest.com
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In Silence Comes Great Wisdom of Self
LOCATION - EUSKAL HERRIA 

The Basque Pyrénées are magical and 
legend-filled mountains that boast 
incredible wildlife, views, and climates.  
The Basque country itself is full of myths, 
including ancient beliefs in little magical 
people called “laminaks,” otherwise known 
as the fairies, gnomes, sprites and others.  
They also believe in the “basajun,” which 
are like yetis.   
 
Besides the uniquely close access to the mountains and ocean, the 
Basque country has prosperous wild life. Eagles, hawks, vultures, 
foxes, deer, wolves, bears, wild boars, mountain goats, snakes, and 
wild horses known as pottok make the nature solo that much more 
intense and beautiful through possible totemic experiences.   
 
Basque food is world known and its unique flavors must be tasted 
and experienced.  Culturally rich, the Basque country is home to 
the oldest indigenous tribe of Europe, which to this day is still 
flourishing.
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Through the Gate Unknown

GATE KEEPERS

Sofia Drougas 

 -English 

 - sofia@manexibar.com 

Manex Ibar 

 -English & French 

 - guidance@manexibar.com 

Amaia Ibar 

- French 

- amaia@bio-energetica.org 
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After receiving the call for a Wisdom 
Quest, everyone will go through the process 
of GateKeeping prior to official 
registration. This will clarify intentions 
for your Wisdom Quest and ensures that 
you are fit to embark on this rite of passage. 
Once you have spoken to one of the 
GateKeepers, please send the registration 
form and payment a month before the 
Wisdom Quest. 

Please email a GateKeeper as soon as possible 
to set up an interview. We will be closing 
the gates for each Quest 2 weeks before we 
start, or when we reach the 12 person mark. 

Gatekeepers will also answer any questions 

 GATEKEEPERS HELP GUIDE 
YOUR INTENTIONS BEFORE 

BEGINNING THE WORK.  
TEACHERS GUIDE YOU 

THROUGH THE EXPERIENCE.  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Liguria

Cinque Terre

La SpeziaImperia

Monaco

Genova

Milano

In Silence Comes Great Wisdom of Self

PERSONAL SESSIONS

Private sessions with Manex Ibar are 
available before or after the vision quest. Due 
to time constraints, Manex does not give 
sessions during the quest.  

To set up a private session, please email 
Sofia at  sofia@manexibar.com 

Manex Ibar (Hartza Xuria - White Bear) is a world-
known spiritual guide, Basque shaman, energy scientist and 
powerful clairvoyant offering services in personal and 
business coaching, relationship guidance, personal healing 
and optimization, and spiritual consciousness wisdom. 
Through his ability to see simple explanations of 
complicated matters, release energetic tensions that restrict 
harmony and flow, and read genetic mechanics, Manex 
guides his clients to deep understanding, wisdom, and 
clarity. Through invoking whole systematic changes, he has 
changed many lives, unlocking hidden potential and 
unleashing optimal performance of genetic, energetic, 
consciousness, spiritual and material alignment.  His open 
heart, loving nature and deep knowledge help individuals 
maximize their experience during Wisdom Quests.
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PROGRAM & BROCHURE

LIVING SHAMANISM 
Is a modern shamanic mystery school 
providing rituals, ceremonies and knowledge 
to awaken shamanism in the modern world 
through daily application.  
 
Members have access to a large online 
community that includes media such as 
audio, video, photos, and text shared from 
all over the world to explore the depth of 
shamanism. 

www.livingshamanism.org

BIO-ENERGETICA 
Is an institute dedicated to the 
understanding and exploration of life 
energy.   

Bio-Energetics is the study of life energy through 
the combination of scientific and spiritual 
techniques, as well as knowledge and understanding 
to provide life vitality.  Combining these two 
processes (spiritual and scientific) has enabled a new 
method integrating the essence and mechanics of life 
energy. Everything from the macro to micro level is 
energy and these vibrations continuously interact, 
creating life’s organic flux.  Matter is constructed 
of vibrational energy (particles oscillating to make 
atoms) and information passes through everything by 
way of vibrating neutrinos. The human body is not 
just made up of tissue, blood vessels and organs, it is 
also composed of energy known as chi, prana or 
vital energy. 

www.bio-energetica.org
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